Austin, Texas -- March. 21, 2011.

TLC Van Upfitters selects KAHTEC for vehicle safety device.

Low cost safety device reduces the chance
of rear end collisions.
TLC Van/Pickup Upfitters – North Carolina selects Blinking Smart Stop from Kahtec Technologies
International , (KAHTEC) for brake lights safety device.
TLC Van/Pickup Upfitters - A division of Can-US Marketing LLC. located in Charlotte, North Carolina. Who
specialize in work van and truck upfitting for commercial vehicles. TLC Van/Pickup Upfitters customers ( large
and small) equip their vehicles with storage, safety, and ergonomic up fits. The overall goal is efficiency for the
company and their employees. With over 30 years experience in the industry, working in all segments of the
fleet business. TLC Van/Pickup Upfitters provides it’s customers with the best solutions and supplies to meet
and exceed their requirements.
Blinking Smart Stop lets you maximize your Brake Light Effectiveness with The Smart Stop Module. This
compact State-of-the-Art solid-state electronic module converts your ordinary center brake light into an attention
getting visual aid alerting device, creating a conspicuous and visual alert when you are braking. With The Smart
Stop installed, when you apply your brakes, it causes your center high mounted brake light to automatically emit
a visual alerting signal of 6 light flashes, followed by steady on red light condition.
TLC Van/Pickup Upfitters Spokesperson Murray Coulter said “We believe that adding the blinking smart
stop to our customer vehicles will add another dimension of safety and help reduce the number of potential rear
end collisions. It’s a cost effective solution. When trucks are off the road as a result of accidents, it's costing
money. Anything we can do to raise visibility of customer vehicles is a good thing. The product installs in no
time at all. We were happy with the tests we carried out and the quality of the product.
Studies carried out by Daimler Benz prove that people’s reaction time is quicker with flashing brake lights than
without. The studies found that at a speed of 50 mph the increased reaction time reduces the stopping distance
by approximately 14.5 feet, and at 65 mph by around 20 feet.
KAHTEC, Is a leading provider of cost effective vehicle safety devices that are highly reliable, user-installable
such as the braking safety device Blinking Smart Stop.
About Kahtec Technologies International
Based in Austin Texas. With offices in the UK to serve the European market. KAHTEC. sells vehicle safety
technology online at www.kahtec.com “KAHTEC has seen sales continue to grow over the last 12 months,
with ease of installation and cost effective technology is why we have seen a rise in sales”, said Alan Humphrey
– General Manager.
KAHTEC products promote driver and rider safety through its line of Blinking Smart products, Be Seen - Be
Safe solutions that address’s person and vehicle safety concerns.
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